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Software organimold
Production Management of Jobs/Molds 

Automatic/Dynamic  Planning

The Software organimold is an integrated Jobs/Molds Production Management 

System (Integration of processes, systems and software of industry 4.0)
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General Planning

Visualize progress
For each Mold as well as for each specific part, progress, deadlines, estimated and real starting and conclusion 

dates can be displayed graphically for a more quick and easy evaluation.
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From start to finish
Visualize every single operation and part with complete diagrams

 

General Planning

Stay on schedule
The software OrganiMold calculates automatically the priority of Jobs/Molds in order to stay on schedule, 

but allows the manual override of priorities. 

When staying on schedule is just not possible, the software can identify which parts and operations are 

causing the most delay and deliver solutions by simulating sub-contracts or overtime.
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Weekly planning

 

General Planning

Part operations
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shows machine 

loading by 
department
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loading by 
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without a 
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Materials
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Materials
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Shop Floor Terminal

Processing status 
is color coded

 for quick 
evaluation of
 the current 

situation in the
Shop Floor.

Processing status 
is color coded

 for quick 
evaluation of
 the current 

situation in the
Shop Floor.

Filter 
operations 

by Job/Mold, 
part or 

operator

Filter 
operations 

by Job/Mold, 
part or 

operator

Start and 
finish 

operations

Start and 
finish 

operations
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operations
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create small 
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operations
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Shop Floor Planning

Control priorities
The Shop Floor Planning allows the Head of Department to define the priorities for the day, send processing 

orders and correct expected times of conclusion.

The planning will be re-calculated according to those changes. 

Graph with all 
operations in 

the 
department 

Graph with all 
operations in 

the 
department 

The head of 
department can 

adjust the 
automatic 

planning and edit 
annotations for the 

operator

The head of 
department can 

adjust the 
automatic 

planning and edit 
annotations for the 

operator
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Jobs/Molds

Bill of Materials

 

Create New Job/Mold

 

Bills of Materials 
can be 

imported from 
CAD software 

or from .xls files

Bills of Materials 
can be 

imported from 
CAD software 

or from .xls files
Compare with 
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revision 
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Quotes

The budget is calculated using a virtual list of materials as source. The manufacturing simulation calculates the 

costs of workforce, machine operation and the cost of the materials used.

The software calculates the time/costs for each department. These values can be modified manually.
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Quotes

Generate automatically translated reports
After filling in all of the specific information for the client, the software can generate an automatic translation 

of the report to the Client's language. 
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Analyze Costs
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Time Clock and Salary Processing

Clock-out
Operations initiated by the operator are automatically interrupted when the operator leaves the factory.

In Manual Machines, operations stay paused until next clock-in.

In Automatic Machines, the operations can keep going without an operator.

Clock-in
After lunchtime (or any other pause) while still in the operator's shift, by clocking-in, operations that were 

automatically interrupted before can be automatically re-started (depending on the company's preference).

Color coded 
for easier 
tracking 

Color coded 
for easier 
tracking 

Annotations 
for salary 

processing

Annotations 
for salary 

processing
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Machine productivity graph
Includes the machine timetable, operations done with an operator, operations done without an operator and inactivity.

Interface for analysis and justification of machine inactivity:
- Clicking on the red bar allows the creation of a justification automatically

Inactivity yet to justifyJustified 
inactivity

Analysis of Machine Productivity

Machine inactivity
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Requests

Make requests and quote demands using the Bill of Materials 
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Stocks and Tools management 
- Materials management of blocks and bars by size 

- Automatic suggestion of bar/blocks to use, based on an optimization algorithm 

- Allows also Tools Management 

Stocks and Tool Management 
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Scheduling of maintenance for each machine
Notifies the operator of the maintenance scheduled for the current and previous days

Machine Maintenance Alerts

Scheduling at 'X' 
day intervals: next 

maintenance is 
scheduled after 
being marked as 

'solved'

Scheduling at 'X' 
day intervals: next 

maintenance is 
scheduled after 
being marked as 

'solved'
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Customer Relationship Management 
Allows scheduling of activities and pending subjects, logs phone calls, visits, expenses and distances (Km). 
All the pending subjects are visible until they're marked as solved

CRM

Customer table 
with more data, 

contacts and 
commercial 
information

Customer table 
with more data, 

contacts and 
commercial 
information


